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South Carolina to the rest of the
country. Having a local team celebrating yet again at the end of it all is
just icing on the cake following yet
another very successful tournament.

Elite swimmers
compete in Greenville
Thumbs Up to the 2013 Southern
Zone Age Group Championships for
being in Greenville County this
week and bringing more than 600
swimmers from 12 states for what is
being called the first major nationwide event hosted by the Westside
Acquatic
Complex.
Another
Thumbs up goes to Team Greenville
for being the host club and Greenville County Recreation for being
part of the effort that submitted the
bid two years ago to host this elite
competition. Westside Acquatic, at
2700 West Blue Ridge Drive, offers
an attractive venue for indoor swim
competitions, and it was improved
significantly during Greenville
County’s TRAC plan that created
the funding for so many new or improved county parks. The acquatic
center has, according to the website
greenvillerec.com/parks/westside,
an indoor 20-lane, 25-yard by 50-meter competition pool; an indoor 5lane 25-yard heated therapy pool; a
fun Zone, new locker rooms and a
Paddock Evacuator System (that is,
fresh clean air) and other amenities
that surely helped influence the decision to locate this national swim
meet in Greenville County. The
benefits to the county, including surrounding cities, are huge. The
swimmers and their families are expected to fill about 500 hotel rooms
for this event that began Tuesday
and concludes today. Clemson University is doing an economic impact
study that will be released later. In
addition to the hotel stays and food
purchases, the event brings intangible benefits such as exposing many
people to Greenville and the surrounding area and it surely entices
some of them to return on their own.
Greenville County is appropriately
proud of Westside Acquatic because
it has become one of the premier
tournament facilities in the Southeast and is a testament to the vision
of County Council and Recreation
District leaders who supported the
TRAC plan.

Botanical Gardens at Clemson University recently said that we’ve had
a 100-year drought, 100-year heat
wave and 100-year flood all in the
past four years.
Welcome to the fossil fuel-generated brave new world, our legacy to
our children and grandchildren.
Larry Knight
Columbia

Classical music depends
on Christian influences
I write in response to “From Ashes to Rebirth: Year of Altruism concert by Greenville Symphony to
recognize 75th anniversary of Kristallhacht” (July 21).
As a philosopher, a Christian and
a connoisseur of good classical music, I was struck by one remark, in
particular, by conductor Edvard
Tchivzhel. Greenville’s maestro said:
“The whole idea of tolerance, altruism and magnifying humanity is
very much expressed in music already.”
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The Voices and Your Voice pages offer a
marketplace of opinion for readers. The publisher, editorial page editor and associate editor are responsible for the newspaper’s opinion. The executive editor and managing editor are responsible for all news content. Readers are encouraged to share their opinion
through letters to the editor.
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Plan for how t
By Joe Sabbadino

Check out local art
Thumbs Up to the city of Greenville
for launching a new online interactive walking tour that features public art in this area. This is certain to
be used by tourists wanting to check
out our public art as well as longtime residents who are curious
about what they have been overlooking. The website (http://
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art.greenvillesc.gov) is an attractive and useful tool for people wanting to check out the city’s extensive

ost driving emergencies and/or
crashes — caused by overbraking, overpowering and/or oversteering — are on good roads and in
good conditions! Doing anything quickly can be dangerous.
Think of the steering wheel as a
clock — and use the 9–3 position. General Motors advocates this for accident-avoidance
as
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going into another lane and then back
to your lane quickly.
can’t
Are your brakes traditional or ABS?
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